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STABILO GREENpoint fineliner Black, Blue, Red, Green 4 pc(s)

Brand : STABILO Product code: 6088/4

Product name : GREENpoint

GREENpoint, 0.8mm

STABILO GREENpoint fineliner Black, Blue, Red, Green 4 pc(s):

- The fibre-tip sign pen for environmentally-aware school children, teachers, parents and office workers.
- Manufactured from 98% recycled plastic.
- Strong wide tip of 0.8 mm diameter – for soft writing, expressive highlighting and colour-intensive
structuring.
- Practical pen length and clip for increased mobility.
- Available in 6 colours.
STABILO GREENpoint. Writing colours: Black, Blue, Red, Green, Product colour: Black, Blue, Green, Red,
Housing material: Plastic. Package weight: 40 g, Package height: 150 mm, Package depth: 50 mm.
Quantity per pack: 4 pc(s)

Features

Writing colours * Black, Blue, Red, Green
Product colour Black, Blue, Green, Red
Housing material Plastic
Shape Round
Tip material Fibre
Tip width 0.8 mm
Ventilated cap
Fast drying
Clip
Clip material Plastic

Features

Country of origin Germany

Weight & dimensions

Package weight 40 g
Package height 150 mm
Package depth 50 mm
Package width 15 mm

Packaging content

Quantity per pack 4 pc(s)

Logistics data

Customs product code (TARIC) 96082000
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